
BEFORE YOU SIGN THE SALE AND 
PURCHASE AGREEMENT:

Talk with your lawyer so they can 
check the Title

Obtain pre-approval from your bank

If you’re at an auction the contract 
will be unconditional. But if you’re 
negotiating a sale and purchase 
agreement you need to decide what 
conditions you want to include 
(e.g. obtaining a Building Report or 
finance)

Check the chattels included in the 
contract or agreement

Talk to your lawyer about any 
potential difficulties, e.g. is the 
property a unit title or crosslease?

Discuss whether KiwiSaver funds will 
be used and talk to your lawyer about 
this

Develop a budget for your moving 
expenses

If the property has a tenant, have 
your lawyer check the tenancy 
agreement

Now you can sign the agreement

YOUR OFFER IS ACCEPTED:

Your lawyer has ten working days 
to check the title (only if it wasn’t 
checked prior to signing the 
agreement)

Confirm finance within the time 
limits of the agreement (e.g. five 
working days) and complete the 
documentation with your lawyer

Obtain a LIM or Building Report (only 
if this is a condition of the agreement) 
with your lawyer

Pay the deposit

Satisfy any other outstanding 
conditions

Get quotes from a moving company

FOUR WEEKS BEFORE 
SETTLEMENT:

Make your bookings with the moving 
company or truck hire

Discuss your moving arrangements 
with the seller so you’re not both 
attempting to move at the same time 
of the day

Arrange for gas and/or electricity to 
be transferred to your new address

Begin to start packing

Arrange to sign KiwiSaver First Home 
Withdrawal with your lawyer

ONE WEEK BEFORE SETTLEMENT:

Your lawyer will receive a Settlement 
Statement

Arrange insurance for your new home 
and notify your lawyer and bank 
about the policy

Confirm booking with moving 
company/truck hire

Ensure house contents are insured for 
the move

Arrange with your lawyer to sign loan 
documentation
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FOUR DAYS BEFORE 
SETTLEMENT:

Do a final sort of items to be packed

TWO DAYS BEFORE SETTLEMENT:

Pre-settlement inspection (if you’ve 
requested it)

ON SETTLEMENT DAY:

Send your lawyer any cash 
contribution you’re making

Your lawyer will receive the balance 
from your bank or money lender

Your real estate agent will hand you 
the keys to your new home

Your lawyer will make sure the 
transfer or title and mortgage has 
been registered with LINZ

AF TER SETTLEMENT:

Enjoy your new home!
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REMEMBER .. .
If you would like your home appraised or 
placed on the market for sale, talk to us. 


